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ABSTRACT

Such a mode of operation has a price: the data plane must
expose a rich set of packet processing features, for the
controllers to program. In this paper we do not limit the
term SDN to OpenFlow. Any system allowing to define
network behavior in (easy to modify) software qualifies.
Such programmability in the data plane is widely regarded
as expensive compared to simple purpose-built ASICs,
such as Ethernet chips, which are often called “cheap
silicon”.

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) promises the vision of more
flexible and manageable networks, but requires certain level of
programmability in the data plane. Current industry insight holds
that programmable network processors are of lower performance
than their hard-coded counterparts, such as Ethernet chips. This
represents a roadblock to SDN adoption. In this paper we argue
that contrast to the common view, the overhead of
programmability is relatively low. We also argue that the apparent
difference between programmable and hard-coded chips today is
not primarily due to programmability itself, but because the
internal balance of programmable network processors is tuned to
more complex use cases. These arguments are backed with
calculations and real-life measurements.

The dominating view in the industry thus contrasts
programmability with high performance [13]. In this paper
we question this view by showing that a programmable
network processor can achieve throughput in the same
ballpark as todays Ethernet chips – if the balance between
its major components, such as processing cores, on-chip,
memory, I/O and memory controllers fit the use case. We
use the Ethernet Provider Backbone Bridging (PBB)
Backbone Edge Bridge function as an example use case to
demonstrate the relative performance of programmable
NPUs compared to Ethernet chips.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design – centralized networks, packetswitching networks, store and forward networks

General Terms
Measurement, Performance, Design, Economics

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
overview the current chip landscape. Section 3 explains our
choice of measure for chip performance. In Section 4, we
develop a high-level model for programmable networking
chips. The PBB use case example is described in Section 5,
with Section 6 summarizing and comparing performance
results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software Defined Networking (SDN) promises to offer the
freedom for operators to refactor their heterogeneous and
management-intensive networks and turn them to a more
centralized, more manageable one.

2. HARDWARE SURVEY: FIRST
IMPRESSIONS
This section contains the result of a short hardware survey.
The focus is on efficiency of different families of packet
processing hardware, such as purpose-built Ethernet
chipsets, (partially) programmable pipelines, fully
programmable network processors and even standard x86
processors to some extent.
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Table 1 summarizes the chips we surveyed (relying on
product briefs and tech. specifications [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [14]) showing their power
consumption per 10G port and total throughput in bits and
packets. There are numerous other examples (e.g. EzChip
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NPS, Broadcom Trident and Arad), but we do not see that
they would change the picture significantly. Looking at the
table one could come to a conclusion that there is a
significant performance difference between purpose-built
hardware and programmable devices, a difference in the
order of a magnitude. Industry wisdom holds that the
purpose-built nature of Ethernet chips allows high
performance.

Let’s simplify the picture. We argue that most of the
difference between total lifetime cost of chips is related to
power consumption. The power consumption of a high-end
NPU or Ethernet chip for 5 years with 99% availability is
~$400-$1300 assuming that electricity price is between 8
and 30 cents per kWh (Europe is typically in the high
range). But this is just the raw price of power consumption.
Cooling costs depend linearly on power consumption,
while the cost of server room rental also has a clear
dependency on it with some fixed-cost components that are
independent of the selected hardware.

Table 1. DP hardware at first glance – values may not
represent fair comparison (type PP means
programmable pipeline)

Retail prices of these chips are usually between $300 and
$1000, NPUs today are usually at the higher end, while
switch hardware is at the lower. Unit price is highly
influenced by volumes, tipping the comparison in favor of
switch hardware today. In this paper we assume that the
selected "SDN chip" could be produced in large volume,
which means that all volume based cost would be roughly
equal. If we are talking about pure hardware efficiency the
volume factor has to be cleared from the picture.
Another factor influencing chip price is its size, which
correlates well with its power consumptions. Of course this
is true for chips built with the same manufacturing process
(e.g. 22 nm), but manufacturing process is again a
parameter we have to exclude since it is irrelevant to
programmability.
In short, we argue that costs depending on chip architecture
(the focus of this paper) are quite well modeled by the
chip’s power consumption.

In this paper we argue that this is misleading. The values
above cannot be directly compared because they reflect
different use cases (e.g. Ethernet vs. BRAS). We argue that
programmability in a device does not come at a 10x
performance penalty, more like a few tens of percentages.
This statement has far reaching impact on the future of
networking ASICs as a more programmable chip is likely
to reach higher volumes and therefore lower overall price.

3.3 The KPI: Performance per Power
Consumption
The KPI we use in this paper will be the packet processing
efficiency of the chip measured in million packets per
second per Watt (Mpps/Watt). We also express the above
KPI in power consumption per a 10G port of the chip,
measured in Watts/10Gbps.

3. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

4. MODELLING

To compare chips, we need a good measure. In this paper
we use an efficiency indicator, which tells us how much
performance we get for a given amount of money.

Our main argument is that programmability in the data
plane does not add too much overhead. To argue, we define
a simple model for programmable NPUs. The model
contains the basic building blocks of a programmable chip,
such as:

3.1 The numerator: Performance
The absolute performance of a chip can be expressed a
number of ways: Gigabits/s throughput or packets per
second (for various packet size distributions). For
simplicity we take the number of 10G ports (assuming linerate capability).



3.2 The denominator: Price and Cost



When it comes to costs and cost-efficiency the situation is
more complicated, since total lifetime cost includes several
components from fix manufacturing costs via
(re)programming cost to the actual usage costs (e.g., energy
use) [11].
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I/O: the number of 10G lanes, either towards the
external world (e.g. Ethernet port), to the
fabric/backplane (e.g. Interlaken) or to the system (e.g.
board processor) [parameter = number]
Accelerators: in this model we have optimized lookup
engines only [number]
Processing units: Packet processing cores [number,
clock frequency]
On-chip memory: integrated memory (SRAM,
eDRAM, TCAM) [number, size, transactions per
second, deployment]



4.2 Model limitations

External resource control: in this model we have
external memory controllers (MCT) only with
RLDRAM or DDR SDRAM [number, size,
transactions per second, deployment]

In the model we make certain simplifications that do not
impact our conclusions. We don’t take into account ingress
and egress hardware acceleration. Packets arriving on an
I/O port are transferred directly to an internal memory
bank. Packets sent to the external world are transferred
from the internal memory either directly to an I/O port or to
an external memory bank in case of queuing.
During memory access calculations there is a difference
between SRAM and DRAM. In case of SRAM, linear
model is used with 4 bytes per core clock. In case of
DRAM fixed transaction rate is used. Although DRAM
access has a fixed latency + linear read/write time, since the
latency dominates the total time in cases when we are
below the length of the cache line, we simulate the total
access time with a single number. When several cache lines
are to be read, we multiply this with the number of cache
lines. This way it is an overestimation of the real cost of a
long burst.

Figure 1
Model components

4.3 Model parameters

4.1 Constraints
There are constraints both for the number of internal units
(cores, memory, and accelerators) and the number of
external units the chip can handle.
The package area of chips has an upper limit due to
manufacturing costs and signal-propagation delay. These
days this practical limit is around 60x60 mm. Both internal
and external units are limited by the available area of the
chip.
Internal units are limited by the transistor count: internal
memory occupies most of the space in recent chips,
especially SRAM requires large area, but eDRAM also
requires around 3-4 times more as simple external DRAM.
But size (and cost) is not the only factor: SRAM also
requires more power than DRAM [17]. Because of these
factors today SRAM size is typically limited to a few ten
megabits, while eDRAM size can climb up to 100
megabits. The number of cores depends on the complexity
of the cores and on manufacturing technology. Note that
increasing the number of cores might not make sense if the
bottleneck is not the number of processing cycles, but, e.g.,
memory transaction rate.

Figure 2
Model parameters using state of the art NPU numbers

The figure above shows a hypothetical network processor
with a certain choice of the two balances discussed above.

5. ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLE USE CASE:
ETHERNET PBB
In this section we demonstrate that a programmable
processor with the right internal and external balance can
provide almost the same performance as a state-of the art
Ethernet chip. To do this, we rely on a use case that is
supported by the Ethernet chip: a PBB Backbone Edge
Bridge.

So a first key balance in chip design is between internal
memory and the number of processing units.
External units are limited by the pin count. Currently
external memory controllers use parallel interfaces. That
means around 64 pins per MCT if the chip is optimized for
short data structures. I/O uses serial interface towards the
external world, meaning 2-4 pins per 10G lane.

This use case is a real challenge: lookup from multiple
tables, encapsulation, header manipulation – so it is far
from the “look at the destination and select the port”
simplicity, yet is supported with line rate by state of the art
Ethernet switches like the Marvel Lion 2/3 or the Intel Alta.

So the second key balance is between external memory
bandwidth and I/O bandwidth.
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for i in 1 … N
eor $tmp, $i
# key is available in $tmp

Before jumping into the use case some processing steps
have to be analyzed in terms of CPU and memory
requirements. After this is done the use case can be put
together using these processing steps.

# calculate hash index from key
udiv $tmp2, $tmp, $HL
mls $tmp2, $tmp2, $HL, $tmp
# index is available in $tmp2

5.1 Processing steps
In this section we use the ARM Cortex-M3 as a reference
design [15], but any RISC core with division support does
the job roughly the same way. We use assembly code
fragments where necessary to clearly show the cycle count
and memory use of the processing steps.
1.

# index -> hash entry pointer
mul $tmp, $tmp2, $HE
add $tmp, $HP
# entry pointer available in $tmp

Packet copy between I/O and memory:
<prefetch entry to L1 memory>
# pointer to L1 entry -> $tmp2

In a direct L1 memory transfer the L1 SRAM can store 4
bytes (on 32 bit systems) per clock cycle. Usually only the
header is copied to L1 memory, with a maximal size of 64
bytes, meaning 16 clock cycles.

# hash key check (entry vs. key)
for i in 1 … N
ldr $Z, [$tmp2], #4
# check keys
cmp $i, $Z
bne collision
# no jump means matching keys
# pointer to data available in $Z

With L2 or external DRAM 1-24 accesses are needed based
on packet length (according to the model as described at the
“model limitations” section). Orchestrating memory areas
is not included here. We assume simple (hardware) logic
for selecting the right core and/or the right queue.
So packet send/receive needs 16 core clock cycles plus 12
DRAM accesses.
2.

As it is visible, the resource requirement of a hash lookup
depends on the complexity of the key. A good
approximation could be:

Parsing a register-wide data field from the header (in
L1 memory) on fixed offset:

Register $1: header pointer
Register $2: result
Code:
ldr $2, [$1, <offset>]

Note that this does not contain collision resolution. That
would roughly double the effort, but we assume the
probability is low enough.
Some typical examples:

So one assembly instruction is required and usually 2 core
clock cycles.
3.




Direct lookup from a byte array:

Register $1: array pointer
Register $2: index
Register $3: result
Code:
add $4, $1, $2
ldrb $3, [$4]

key with 2 components: {VLAN, DMAC}
key with 5 components: TCP/IP 5 tuple {saddr, daddr,
proto, sport, sport}

5.2 Evaluating the PBB use case
Using the building block analysis above we can now
construct the PBB use case and by using the model
parameters evaluate the performance of our artificial NPU.
For a PBB switch roughly the following steps are required:

So one add and one load instruction is needed plus the
additional memory operation. This is 3 core clock cycles
plus 1 DRAM access.

1.

Note that this calculation is valid for a simple XOR based
hash key and direct hash.

Read Ethernet frame from I/O, store header in L1,
payload in L2 memory (~16 cycles + 12 L2 memory
write in average)
o Note that for small packets (e.g. TCP ACK)
we can entirely skip using L2 memory

2.

Register $1-N: key components
Register $HL: hash length
Register $HP: hash array pointer
Register $HE: hash entry size
Register $Z: result
Pseudo code:
# hash key calculation
eor $tmp, $tmp

Parse fixed parameters from header (6 cycles)
o physical ingress port
o VLAN ID
o DMAC

3.

Find extended VLAN {source physical port, VLAN ID
 eVLAN}: hash lookup (~26 cycles + 1 L2 memory
access)
o 2 key components (~uint32)

4.

Simple hash table lookup:
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o
o
o
4.

value = uint32
max size ~100k
memory size ~1.6MB  table can fit into L2
memory

Table 2 shows the theoretical results for some more packet
processors. As it is visible the efficiency difference
between purpose-built hardware and programmable devices
is much smaller when we use the same functionality on
both. The results are theoretical because today most of the
programmable chips are designed for more complex tasks
meaning that for reaching the Mpps value in the table they
would need more I/O ports.

MAC lookup and learning {eVLAN, DMAC  BDMAC, B-SMAC, egress physical port, flags} (30
cycles + 1 external memory access)
o 2 key components (~uint64)
o value ~uint128
o max size ~1-2M
o memory size ~100MB  table is in external
memory

5.

Encapsulate: create new header, fill values – no further
lookup is needed (~10 cycles)
o assuming eVLAN encodes B-VID
o and B-SMAC is stored together with egress
phyport (if we don’t encode B-SMAC into
MAC lookup, it could be a direct table lookup
from L2 memory)

6.

Send frame to I/O (~16 cycles + 12 L2 memory access
in average)

Table 2. The (almost) real picture: comparison of the
same (PBB) use case

Altogether the following resources are required to process
an average packet:




Figure 3 shows approximate use-case vs. packet processing
efficiency curves estimated from calculations and real-life
measurements. Note that use case complexity (axis X) is
not a continuous axis, while the efficiency axis (axis Y)
uses logarithmic scale.

104 clock cycles
25 L2 memory operations
1 external memory operation

The program requires 14 permanent and packet specific
registers plus 2 temporary registers, so there is no need to
swap registers to L1 memory.

It is visible that

6. RESULTS
Using the model parameters the following packet
processing capacity can be calculated for the different
system components:
Cores + L1 mem: 2462 Mpps
L2 memory:

960 Mpps

Ext. memory:

2720 Mpps

So the packet processor described in the model could
process around 1 Gpps with the L2 memory as the
bottleneck. Note that this is valid for an average packet size
of 750 byte. In this case the supported bandwidth would be
6 Tbps.
With the usual worst case 64 byte packet length – since L2
memory is not much used in that case – the modeled
processor’s pps performance climbs up to 2462 Mpps with
the processing cores (and the L1 memory) being the new
bottleneck. This results in a bandwidth of 1260 Gbps.
That means that the given packet processor can forward
roughly 1 Tbps with all possible packet length distribution,
so it could handle 96 x 10 Gbps ports.
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As the complexity of the use case grows, naturally
the performance decreases



Purpose-built hardware solutions have around 2030% advantage over more generic, but packet
processing oriented NPUs



Purpose-built chipsets are limited to simpler
scenarios: when moving towards more complex
tasks it is simply not possible to use them



The programmable pipelines studied so far did not
show significant advantage over other NPUs – but
we assume that a well-designed pipeline is inbetween Ethernet switches and NPUs for simple
tasks, while it will fall back and eventually hits the
wall when use-case gets more complicated



Generic, non-optimized CPUs, such as Intel x86
have clear disadvantage in simpler, more packet
processing specific use-cases [10]



On the other hand generic CPUs can outperform
NPUs in really complicated use cases, such as
metrics based packet classification, where
complex instructions and floating point arithmetic
is used [16]
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